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Swiss Arctic Research Funding

• Research funding awarded on a competitive basis, according to qualitative 
assessment criteria

• The Federal government provides funding through the federal agency Swiss 
National Science Foundation (SNSF)

• The Swiss Polar Institute complements SNSF funding (in particular for 
logistics, field trips, health and safety, etc.)

• Switzerland is fully associated to Horizon 2020 and is linked to the climate 
and polar topics currently underway

EPFL Strategy
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The Swiss Polar Institute
• Creates new opportunities (e.g. organisation of Swiss expeditions, flagship initiatives and

support to international initiatives) for the Swiss and international science community

• Offers complementary funding to scientists (e.g. logistics or travel costs)
• Summer Schools and Maritime Universities
• Polar Access Fund
• SPI Exploratory Grants
• SPI Technogrants

• Facilitates access of Swiss actors to facilities and infrastructure in polar regions through
international cooperation

• Offers services and courses to increase health and safety in the field

• Increases synergies between Swiss researchers active in polar regions – with a particular
focus on young researchers and interdisciplinary collaborations

• Promotes public awareness of the polar regions and extreme environments

SPI activities are open to all researchers based in Switzerland
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SNSF encourages international collaboration and exchange in science 
with a large portfolio of funding instruments
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Overview of existing schemes of the SNSF to support international 
mobility and international cooperation
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Towards a Swiss Polar Strategy

• Arctic Council Observer State since 2017

• Switzerland is present in key international fora and committees
through Swiss Committee on Polar and High Altitude Research and
the Swiss Polar Institute

• Swiss Polar Institute Science Plan (released in June 2019)

• Swiss Polar Policy Paper (drafting)

International scientific collaboration is a key element of the Swiss polar
activities
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Thank you!


